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Abstract
Unlike the biologically inactive vitamins D2 and D3, which need activation by UV-light and additional hydroxylation in liver, the

polyhydroxylated derivatiives of 6-keto, 7-dehydrocholesterol (ecdysone, ecdysteroids; discovered accidentally in the search for an

insect moulting hormone), support the mitotic divisions and somatic growth in all organisms. It has been found that these sterolic
compounds are not insect hormones and do nor stimulate insect ecdysis. Due to their strong anabolic, growth stimulating effects
in domestic animals and humans, the new biological status of these pharmacologically important natural compounds has been

identified as the previously overlooked vitamin D1. The vitamin (20-hydroxyecdysone) supports cell proliferation and regeneration
in animal tissues without a necessity of UV-irradiation or hydroxylation in the liver. Moreover, vitamin D1 shows strong anabolic,
growth promoting activity not only in insects, but also in vertebrate animals and humans. The vitamin is biosynthesized and widely

distributed in microorganisms, fungi, lower or higher plants and intestinal symbiotic flora. It enters human body with food and, unlike
the vitamins D2 and D3, it represents a special group of vitamins that are partly soluble both in water as well as in the hydrophobic

llipid solvents. Studies performed on various domestic animals and humans revealed a plethora of beneficial pharmacological effects.
In insects, and probably in all animals and humans, the dietary supply of vitamin D1 is essential for the construction of bipolar,

water/lipid permeable cytoplasmic and intracellular membranes. Deficiency of vitamin D1 in insect haemolymph or human blood

prevented the obligatory arrest of mitotic divisions at the end of the regeneration process. The resulting, polynuclear syncytia of
aberrant cells are characteristic for the malignant tumours. Possible application of vitamin D1 deficiency theory of malignant growth
in oncologiccal therapy is discussed.
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Introduction
Malignant growth and metastatic neoplasia differ from a common pathological disease. They are not infectious, occur at any age

and, occasionally, they appear at good physical conditions. The inconspicuous symptoms of malignant growth are usually associated

with metabolic dysfunctions, sudden loss of body mass and disturbed regeneration. These are typical symptoms of vitamin deficiency.

Obviously, one cannot cure avitaminosis without knowledge of the responsible vitamin. Thus, instead of using the vitamin, pharmacological
treatments of malignant growth use cytotoxic chemicals, which can stop for a period of time all mitotic divisions. Malignant growth can
sometimes reappear in form of pernicious metaplasia. The common pharmacological approach to these health problems depends on

development of countless synthetic chemicals to destroy the malignant, polynuclear tumour cells [1]. I am convinced, however, that the

final goal should be to supply the vitamin D1to the healthy, regenerating cells, in order to prevent formation of the aberrant polynucleated
tumour cells. Animals grow on account of increased cell numbers, not size. The mitotic cell divisions and cell differentiation are controlled
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by homeostatic mechanisms preventing excess or deficiency [2,3]. It is rather difficult to investigate these homeostatic regulations in the
human body, which consists from a closed vascular system of arteries,veins and capillaries. The cell divisions and differentiation can be

conveniently studied in insects [3], where tissue and organs are freely suspended in the open body cavity (haemocoel) [4]. The periods
of growth and differentiation are regulated in insects by metamorphosis hormones, which are secreted from the central neuroendocrine

system [4-6]. The most investigated insect hormone is the juvenile hormone (JH), exhibiting a universal, “status quo” or epigenetic
function [7,8]. In presence of juvenile hormone, the mitotically dividing cells execute their inherited morphogenetic programme, without
structural changes in the DNA. Due to this, JH induces multiple, larval-larval or pupal-pupal moulting cycles [8,9]. In absence of JH, insect

tissue and organs become committed to metamorphosis and develop into the next, structurally different ontogenetic stages (embryonic →
larval→ pupal → adult). At the final stage of development, the outlived and disintegrating structures end up as polynuclear syncytia of cells

reminiscent of the malignant, tumour-like cells of the mammals [2-4]. These final products of outlived tissue and organs become invaded
and swallowed by phagocytotic haemocytes [2,3].

Recent investigations on the mitotic divisions and regeneration in epidermal tissues in insects (tobacco hornworm, Manduca sexta)

[10,11] revealed that the intact cells of an organ created a physiologically integrated unit, regulated by homeostatic feed-back mechanisms.

Disturbance of the established tissue unit, for instance by natural death or artificial removal of some cells, induced the mitotic divisions in

the marginal cells of the wound. These cells, which lost the immediate contact with the neighbouring living cells, started spontaneously to
divide in order to restore the tissue integrity. After the regenerating cells resumed their continuity, further mitotic divisions were arrested.

The studies [10] revealed that in absence of vitamin D1 (20-hydroxyecdysone, see figure 1) the regenerating cells were unable to form the
functional cytoplasmic membranes. The nuclei continued to divide endomitotically and formed the malignant syncytia of polynuclear cells
with structurally aberrant cytoplasmic membranes.

In insects, the developmental periods of intensive cell proliferation are always associated with endogenous peaks in concentration of

vitamin D1 [4,9,10,12,13]. The first of these compounds, named ecdysone was originally defined as the moulting hormone secreted by the
prothoracic gland for stimulation of ecdysis (shedding of the old cuticle) [12]. This old definition of ecdysone is still used as a theoretical

background in many recent publications [18,19]. With respect to the widespread occurrence of vitamin D1 in plants, biochemists were
unable to determine how much of the compound was actually made in insect body and how much of it was obtained from the diet.
Some authors believe that animals and humans do not synthesize the sterolic nucleus, including vitamin D1, de novo, because they

can easily obtain it from plant food [10]. I have studied the vitamins and hormones in insects for many years [4,7-9]. It appeared that
ecdysone and Ecd were not animal hormones and they did not stimulate insect ecdysis at all [10,13]. Since 1966, almost immediately

after the discovery of ecdysone [12-14]. A great number of similar “insect hormones” was uncovered in numerous plants, sometimes in

incredibly larger concentrations (100000-fold) in comparison with that in insects [4,10]. In addition, these polyhydroxylated derivatives
of 7-dehydrocholesterol (believed to be a zoosterol, see figure 1) exhibited strong anabolic, vitamin D-like growth effects in domestic
animals and in the human body [14], Since vitamin D1 is positively not animal hormone, it cannot be produced in animal tissues. As a

trivial vitamin of plant origin, its mode of action cannot proceed through the specifically determined, nuclear receptors of hormones. This
conclusion is obviously in conflict with numerous reports on the presence of nuclear ecdysteroid receptors in insects [35,36,39,47].

The ability to biosynthesize Ecd was found in microorganisms, yeast, mushrooms, intestinal symbionts and lower or higher plants

[10,13,14]. Before the discovery of Ecd presence in plants, biosynthetic ability of these triterpenoid sterolic compounds was initially
claimed to take place in insect prothoracic glands [12]. However, it has never been estimated how much Ecd was actually produced in
insect or human body and how much of it was obtained from the plant food [20]. The fact that Ecd are common constituents of plant food

indicates clearly the vitaminic, not hormonal nature of Ecd activity [15]. The widespread growth effects of these compounds across the

animal [4,9,10,14], as well as the plant kingdoms [21,25,33] provide evidence that the general biological importance of Ecd (vitamin D1)
is pharmacologically far more important than just being a hormone of the tiny prothoracic gland [15].
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Regardless of the relatively large phylogenetic differences between insects (invertebrates) and humans (vertebrates), recent

studies uncovered surprising similarities between both these groups with respect to regulation of elementary physiological systems

(neuroendocrine, circulatory, muscular, respiratory) [17]. The similarity can also be supported by the existence of 37% homologous sets

of genes on the chromosomes [10,17]. There are extensive lists of data concerning stimulation of growth by Ecd in insects [4-6,15,22].
Unfortunately, the comparable pharmacological data on humans are still rather scarce [16]. During initial studies on antirachitic effects
of vitamin D, at the beginning of the 20th century, there appeared indications that the active antirachitic growth effects were somehow

related to 7-dehydrocholesterol. In addition, it also appeared that biological activity of vitamin D was increased by exposure of the extracts

to sunlight [23,24]. The ultimately identified vitamins D2 (ergocalciferol) and D3 (cholecalciferol, see figure 1) were biologically little

active, unless they were exposed to UV-light [16]. The concept of vitamin D activation by UV-light was awarded by Nobel prize to A.
Windaus in 1928. Since that time, the model of UV-activated vitamin D can be found in all textbooks of pharmacology.

During investigations on growth, mitotic divisions and regeneration in insects, there appeared extensive data on the vitamin D-like

growth effects of Ecd on domestic animals and humans [4,7-11,14,15]. There was a strong presumptive evidence that Ecd (vitamin D1)
could actually represent the previously incorrectly identified vitamin D1. At the period of structural identification of vitamins D2 and

D3, organic chemistry did not know and was unable to identify the polyhydroxylated derivatives of 7-dehydrocholesterol, which became

known 30 years later [12]. In other words, the chemists incorrectly assigned the structure of growth promoting, antirachitic vitamin D as

the biologically inactive vitamins D2 and D3, activated by UV-light [16]. Since that time, growth disturbances such as malignant tumours
remained incurable [10,11]. Since Ecd are positively not insect hormones and do not stimulate insect ecdysis, I propose to use the generic

term vitamin D1 in order to acknowledge the pronounced vitaminic effects of Ecd in the human body [14]. In this work, I am attempting to
open general discussion about the recently proposed theory of vitamin D1 avitaminosis theory of the malignant tumour growth [10,11].
Vitamins D2 and D3

Comparison of physiological properties of vitamin D1 (20-hydroxyecdysone) with the currently used vitamins D2 and D3 reveal several

mportant pharmacological implications: 1. The antirachitic vitamin D (as a derivative of 7-dehydrocholesterol) is incorrectly assumed to

be a purely lipid soluble material; 2. The vitamins D2 and D3 are thought to be exclusively animal sterols (zoosterols); 3.The vitamins D2
and D3 are found in animal fat like butter or cod fish oil; 4. The polar, partly water soluble extracts prepared from plants were discarded

without being tested for antirachitic properties; 5. Relatively small biological activity of D2 and D3 was explained by the necessity of UV-

light application to the skin; 6. Later studies revealed enhancement of the biological activity of vitamin D3 by hydroxylation in liver or
kidneys (vitamin D3 triol) [16,23,24].

In contrast to vitamins D2 and D3, the polyhydroxylated derivatives of 6-keto, 7-dehydrocholesterol (20-hydroxyecdysone, vitamin D1)

show ideal pharmacological properties of a growth promoting vitamin: 1. Vitamin D1 stimulates animal somatic growth and proliferation

of animal tissues without the necessity of UV-irradiation; 2. There is no necessity of additional hydroxylation in the liver (there are built-in
6 hydroxylic groups, see figure 1); 3. Vitamin D1 is biosynthesized in microorganisms, yeasts, fungi, lower and higher plants and intestinal

symbiotic flora; 4. Like other vitamins, vitamin D1 enters the animal body with food, it is stored in the blood and excessive dietary supply
is excreted; 5. Vitamin D1 is the sole vitamin that is partly soluble both in the water and lipid solvents; 6. In about 200 species of plants,
vitamin D1 is synthetised in the green leaves during the vegetation period; 7. In winter, D1 is stored in seeds and roots as the reserve

material for growth of the shoot in the next year; 8. Immature animals receive vitamin D1 through the mother´s diet, eventually enriched

by vitamin D1 made by the symbiotic intestinal flora; 9. Newborn babies receive vitamin D1 from milk, insect eggs receive Ecd conjugates
in yolk during oogenesis [7-11,13-15].
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Figure 1: Chemical structures of 7-dehydricholesterol, vitamin D3 or calciferol and 20-hydroxyecdysone, vitamin D1.

A common phytochemical conclusion was that cholesterol and its derivatives did not occur in plants (zoosterols) [19]. However,

certain plants, such as Leuzea carthamoides, contain 700-fold more derivatives of cholesterol, the vitamin D1, in comparison with the
common phytosterols, such as ergosterol or β-sitosterol [25]. The discrepancy depends on the fact that cholesterol and its derivatives

become preferentially hydroxylated, move into partly water soluble fractions and disappear from the pool of the lipid soluble fractions of
free phytosterols [25]. The free, dietary vitamin D1 of animals is stored in the blood (insect haemolymph) [28,29]. The free Vitamin D1

represents an essential building stone of the bipolar cytoplasmic and intercellular membranes probably of all living organisms. After its
structural incorporation into tissues and cells, vitamin D1 becomes insoluble and disappears from the circulatory system. In the course

of nonfeeding developmental periods, the vitamin (Ecd) which was previously incorporated into disintegrating larval tissues, is now
retrieved back into the circulatory system. It is reutilized for the proliferation of new pupal and adult tissues. The reutilisation of free
vitamin D1 is associated with the well known peaks in endogenous concentration of D1 in the body [26]. The largest peaks of Ecd titre in

insect haemolymph occur during the pupal stage after complete disintegration of the prothoracic glands (Galleria, Bombyx or Manduca)
[26].

The old pharmacological problem with the common vitamins D2 and D3 depends on the necessity of UV-activation in animal skin

and their absence from plants. This raises a question where the vegetarian people get their vitamin supply or, how are vitamins D2 and

D3 activated in the skin of animals protected from UV-radiation by a dense hair cover? By contrast, the D1 can be readily obtained from
plants, it is biologically active without UV-light and does not need additional hydroxylation. The idea of D2 and D3 activation by UV-light
evidently came from chemical laboratory testing, using conversion of cholesterol into 7-dehydrocholesterol by UV-light in a test tube.

In 1995, we obtained larger amounts of vitamin D1 (20-hydroxyecdysone) from Leuzea. Literature data reported strong anabolic effects

of this “”insect moulting hormone”, in vertebrate animals [14]. In order to confirm the data, we performed daily peritoneal injections of
the purified vitamin D1 into juvenile and adult mice [27]. In addition, we also made extensive oral applications during growth in Japanese
quails [28,29]. In mice, dosages of 2.8 mg/g and 100 mg/g/per day remarkably enhanced growth in female juveniles, but not in the male
juveniles. In the adults, there was increased growth effect in both males and females. In the males, the pronounced anabolic effects were

comparable with that of the steroidal androgens. However, the effects were actually anti-androgenic, because of the reduced formation of
sperm in the seminal vesicles [27].
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In Japanese quails the dietary supply of vitamin D1 caused profound anabolic effects expressed by increased enlargements of the body

mass [28,29]. The amount of vitamin D1 in the blood was directly proportional to the provided dietary doses, indicating that the quails

stored the vitamin in the blood [28]. More recently, we repeated these feeding experiments [29], with chicken, using the standardized
diet for broilers and standardized evaluation procedures [30]. The results have been preseented in figure 2 for illustration. The results

show that the diet, enriched for 0.01% and 0.05% of vitamin D1 (20-hydroxyecdysone) remarkably increased the body mass during 40
days of the experiment. After 40 days, specimens kept on the control diet reached 790g of their body mass, while in the group fed with

the addition of 0.05% vitamin D1, the average body mass of chicken reached 1070 g/spec., which shows 135% increase in size (Figure 2)
It appears that, similarly like in the quails [28], the blood concentration of vitamin D1 has been also directly proportional to the dose of
vitamin D1 (from the control level of 0.5, to 2.0 and 6.0 ng/100 μl of blood, Figure 2).

Figure 2: The efffect of dietary supply of vitamin D1 (20-hydroxyecdysone) and a mixture of vitamins D2 and D3 on growth of the body
mass in standardized breeding assays on chicken (n = 30 specimens in each group). The method of vitamin D1 determination in the
blood has been previously described [29]. The bars show statistical data determined by standard deviation.

The pharmacology of vitamin D1 (20-hydroxyecdysone)
The first review article summarizing the effects of Ecd on mammals, especially humans from 1974 [4], mentioned the pioneering

studies of Burdette and a couple of Japanese authors investigating the effects on protein and RNA synthesis. These early effects of Ecd
on mammals were considered merely as pharmacological or toxicological features, rather than the effects of an insect hormone [4].

Later comprehensive reviews from 1995 [14] provided clear evidence for the profound effects of Ecd in various domestic animals and

also humans. According to these data, one could hardly imagine a field of intermediary metabolism that would not be affected by Ecd in
one or another way. It was repeatedly pointed out [14,15,26], that these materials may constitute a far more important class of natural

compounds than to be just a hormone of the tiny prothoracic gland [14,15]. The early assays on tumour growth did not show positive
effects on the already existing tumours [49].

A majority of data related to the effects of vitamin D1 on mammals were published between 1970 and 1995 in the former Soviet Union.

The story begins by an accidental finding of increased meat and milk production in cattle by the dietary supply of a drug prepared from
the Siberian plant, Leuzea (Rhaponticum) carthamoides. A sample of the drug was sent for analysis to the Central Institute of Natural
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Compounds in Tashkent, Uzbekhian Republic. The story goes on with the late Prof. N. K. Abubakirov, head of the Institute, who experienced

a scientific exchange in the Czechoslovakian Academy of Sciences in 1966, when Prof. F. Šorm and his co-workers worked on the isolation

of 5,20-dihydroxyecdysone from the fern Polypodium vulgare [31]. In Tashkent, Abubakirov and his team identified 20-hydroxyecdysone
as the active substance from Leuzea. The team extensively studied Ecd of asiatic plants [14] and what is more important, Syrov [40] and
his colleagues performed large experiments directed to the pharmacological effects of Ecd in mammals and humans [14,32,37,38].

Abubakirov applied for the registration of the first commercially approved pharmacological preparation in 1980, called ECDISTEN

[14,42]. The biologically active principle was the partly purified extract from Leuzea, containing 96% of 20-hydroxyecdysone. ECDISTEN

was advertised with a plethora of beneficial pharmacological effects for the improvement of human health care. Among the effects one

could find, for instance, anabolic growth effects and improvement in muscular performance, improved asthenic or astheno-depressive
states, weakening of organism, moderation of intoxications, reduction of infectious diseases, neurasthenia, neurosis, hypotension, removal

of fatigue, tonic effects, mental and physical tension and general improvement of health conditions. The recommended dose was 3 tablets
containing 5 mg of 20-hydroxyecdysone equivalents per day, during 20 days [14].

Pharmacological effects of Ecd became a favourite field of predominatly phytochemical investigations. Since the early times of ecdysone

discovery by Karlson in 1965 [12], phytochemists strongly adhered to the official definition of Ecd as the moulting hormones of insect

prothoracic glands. The updated and substantially enlarged reiew of Ecd effects in vertebrates and humans from 2003 [32] introduced

Ecd with the 50-year-old definition:”Ecdysteroids (zooecdysteroids) are steroid hormones that control moulting and reproduction of
arthropods. Whether they fulfil hormonal functions in other invertebrate groups is still a matter of debate” [32]. The distinction of phytoand zoo-ecdysteroids is problemataic with respect to 200 ecdysteroid-containing plants eaten by insect herbivores.

The updated review from 2003 [32] contains pharmacological data, enriched with a number of new insights retrieved from the Internet

(149 URL addresses under the term ecdysteroid). In addition, the volume has been considerably extended for items related to genomics,

molecular biology and the extensive problematics of nuclear receptors, which is specifically relevant to hormones, not vitamins. The
review articles on the pharmacological effects of Ecd were further updated in 2006 [36]. This review extends even more the problematic
of nuclear receptors (Ecr/USP complex). A long list of the relatively new, commercially available pharmacological preparations based
on Ecd content has been added. A possible vitaminic nature of Ecd has not been considered, similarly like in all previous phytochemical

papers [18,19,32-35]. The main reason for a widespread presence of Ecd in plants persisted to be their hormonal nature [36]. Biological
arguments suggesting a possibility of the vitaminic nature of Ecd [15,43-46] have been ignored.

The more recent papers and review articles concerning the pharmacological effects of Ecd still adhere to the established hormonal

concept. The review from 2005 [37] extended the genomic problem, while the review from 2016 [38] supplied a pharmacologically more

interesting data on the content of vitamin D1 in different vegetables and food products. Unfortunately, the financially best supported
recent projects in Ecd research are mostly directed to inconclusive nuclear receptors and genomic interactions [39].
The hormones versus vitamins

In contrast to vitamins, the regulation of biological processes by animal hormones is very specific. Hormones are produced within the

body by the central neuroendocrine system with the subordinated endocrine glands [17]. The cells of each endocrine gland synthesize

a special chemical messenger that is released into the circulatory system for affecting the determined distant target tissue and organs.
After receiving hormonal stimulus, the respective target tissues execute the hormonal message according to the respective instructions

coded on the genome. General structure of the human neuroendocrine system is very similar to the neuroendocrine system of insects
[17]. There are neurosecretory cells in the human hypothalamus sending their neurohormones through their axons into the neuro- and

adeno-hypophysis with the adenotropic (endocrine gland directed) function. In insects, the neurosecretory cells of the brain send their
axons into the subordinated endocrine glands, Corpora cardiace and Corpora allata, which secrete the neurohormones and JH into the
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circulatory system [2-9]. In immature stages of insects, JH functions as a “status quo” hormone with epigenetic function, which enables
repetition of the stationary larval or pupal moulting cycles without structural changes to DNA. In adult stages, JH has a gonadotropic
function [7-9].

Hormones act in incredibly small concentrations (10-9M oxytocin in humans; 10-8M bioanaloques of JH in insects) [8,9]. They can act

only on selected target tissues containing the appropriate nuclear receptors. The outcome of hormonal stimulation is rather stereotypic,
depending on the inherited instructions coded on the genome. Due to this, the effects of hormones are more or less qualitative, e. g.

the minimum effective concentration can give identical response like a 500 million times larger dose without adverse toxic or some
“hyperhormonal” response [9].

In large contrast to hormones, vitamins are not synthesized within the animal body. Apparently, animals sacrificed the burden of

biosynthetic machinery for receiving essential chemical structures from food. This evolutionary adaptation of animals seems to apply as
well for avoiding of building complex steroidogenic structures in each peripheral cell. Animals are simply adapted to receive the sterolic
compounds as essential vitamins from plants [18,19,25,32-34,37,38,41]. In this respect, the necessity to biosynthesize the sterolic
vitamins D2 and D3 in animal skin is not realistic [16,23,24].

After a number of unsuccessful attempts, I succeeded finally in removing the prothoracic gland (PG) from several hundreds of living

waxmoth larvae [43,44]. It appeared that the operated larvae lacking the PG developed normally into pupae and adults. The conclusion was
that the PG were not involved in the regulation of insect moults at all. Similar results were previously obtained in larvae and pupae of the

carpet beetle [49]. In this latter case, the larvae deprived of their PG also developed normally into pupae and adults and, in addition, they
exhibited the common peaks in endogenous concentration of vitamin D1 (Ecd). These facts provide evidence that the 50-year-old concept

based on the regulation of insect moulting cycles by PG hormone is completely illusive [14,26,43,49]. A number of questions have been

raised: so, tell us what is the PG good for? This problem was later solved by elucidation of the real functions of the PG. Curiously enough,
the PG are involved in the hypermetabolic manufacture of water in larvae fed on dry food [50]. There appeared some speculations that
due to its wide distribution in plants, vitamin D1 could possibly function as a plant hormone [4,6-10]. However, extensive assays in which

vitamin D1 was subjected to cross-examinations against the common hormones of plants revealed clearly that it is not a phytohormone
[21].

Hypervitaminosis
In addition to the above described physiological arguments [49,50], there are other reasons supporting the vitaminic, not hormonal

biological nature of Ecd. Vitamins occasionally produce pathophysiological syndromes of hypervitaminoses after excessive dosages.
Vitamin D1 (Ecd) causes pathogenic syndromes of “hyperecdysonism”, manifested by precocious secretion of new cuticle, especially in

nonfeeding stages with arrested excretion. The phenomenon has been recently analysed in larvae of the waxmoth [22]. The feeding larvae
of Manduca tolerate and rapidly excrete as much as 1000 μg of injected 20-hydroxyecdysone, while nonfeeding stages exhibit strong
hyperecdysonic syndromes after injections of as small amounts as l - 2 μg/pupa. The material was previously used for bioassay of several

Ecd compounds isolated from asiatic plants [51]. The ED-50 unit concentrations are close to 1 μg/larva (=7 μg/g of body mass). The

bioassays performed on the immobilised larvae of the waxmoth (dauerlarvae) can be recommended as an ideal system for determination
of Ecd in plants. Figure 3 shows some details of the bioassay for illustration.

While endogenous peaks of vitamin D1 exhibit a sinusoidal course, the injections of vitamin D1 are always connected with a sudden

maximum and subsequent fall in haemolymph concentration. This course often leads to hyperecdysonic syndromes. In order to avoid

the hypervitaminosis syndrome, we prepared and tested Ecd complexes containing 2 to 4 molecules of 20-hydroxyecdysone attached
to a bulky molecule of porphyrin [22]. The complexes were slowly metabolised and decomposed in the body, liberating the free Ecd.

The metabolic decomposition of the porphyrin complex produced imitation of the natural endogenous Ecd peak. The incidence of
hypervitaminosis was substantially reduced [22].
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Figure 3: Last instar larvae of the waxmoth, Galleria mellonella; A. Larvae with suspended development for several weeks by lmeans
of igatures applied after the head capsule; B. larvae parakyzed by braconid venom; C. ligatured larvae 2 days after injection of 2 μg of
20-hydroxyecdysone, exhibiting hyperecdysonic muscle paralysis and precociously formed new extra-larval cuticle. The larvae can be
conveniently used for for a simple bioassay of vitamin D1, the effective dose is 1 μg/larva. Adapted from [22].

The feeding and growing larvae use to incorporate the dietary vitamin D1 (Ecd) in the enlarged somatic tissues. According to the

course of endogenous Ecd concentrations, feeding larvae show very low concentrations of Ecd due to rapid excretion of the surplus
dietary supply. In a nonfeeding stage with the arrested inflow of the dietary vitamin, the disintegrating larval tissues liberate and release

the previously built in Ecd into haemolymph. The newly proliferating pupal tissue reutilise the liberated vitamin D1 for their development

[26]. The endogenous peaks in Ecd concentration exactly coincide with the periods of tissue histolysis/histogenesis. These Ecd peaks
were known for a long time [13,26,43,44,47,49], however, their secretion was erroneously ascribed to the PG [35,36,47].

The occurrence of hypervitaminosis, which is a common feature of vitamins, provides further evidence that Ecd are vitamins, not

hormones. With respect to the presence of Ecd in plants, there appeared some speculations about the possible ecological significance of
this feature, namely, that the abnormally high presence of Ecd in the diet could cause developmental disturbances and be harmful to insect

herbivores. This possibility was investigated by detailed entomocenotic study of insect populations dwelling on plantations of Leuzea

carthamoides, rich in Ecd content [52]. The results revealed that the feeding larvae of many phytophagous insect species became adapted
to feeding on Ecd- containing plants by excreting the physiologically intolerant quantities of Ecd out of the body [52].
Effect of Ecd (vitamin D1) on mitotic divisions, regeneration and malignant growth

It has been already mentioned that Ecd are neither hormones of the PG, nor inducers of insect ecdysis. Because of their sterolic nature,

they are not produced in the insect body [20] and like other essential vitamins, they are obtained from plant food. Due to the profound
similarity between the physiological systems of insects and humans [17], the growth stimulating effects of Ecd in mammals [14,32,33]
prompted me to make comparisons with the mammalian vitamins affecting growth. The most important vitamin D and vitamin D1 are

both derivatives of the purely lipid soluble 7-dehydrocholesterol. The commercially available vitamins D2 and D3 are secosterols assumed
to be activated by UV-light. They do not stop malignant growth, which may be caused by a deficiency of another, so far unknown vitamin. In

this respect there is a strong presumptive evidence that the common vitamins D2 and D3 have not been correctly identified for the last 100
years [10]. The old identification of vitamin D shows several inconsistencies: 1. Cholesterol derivatives were thought to be purely animal

sterols (recent state of the art knows Ecd and a number of other cholesterol derivatives of plant origin [25]); 2. Free sterols were thought
to be purely lipid soluble materials, until the discovery of Ecd; 3. The partly water soluble, more polar extracts were discarded without
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using the vitamin D bioassays; 4. The vitamins D2 and D3 are biologically ineffective without UV-light; 5. The mass spectrometry and

other analytical chemical techniques were at the beginning of 20th century unavailable to identify the relatively large, polar triterpenoids;
6. Existence of slightly polar, polyhydroxylated derivatives of 7-dehydrocholesterol (Ecd) and other sterols (brassinosterols), widely
distributed in plants, were found 30-years later.

Recent investigations on mitotic growth and regeneration in insect epidermal cells [10,11] revealed that animal issues formed a

mutually integrated unit. When a cell dies or an area of living cells is removed, the marginal cells of the wound start to divide mitotically,
regenerating the missing part. When the living cells unite, the tissue integrity is restored and the mitotic divisions are immediately

arrested [10]. The dividing insect cells require the presence of vitamin D1 (Ecd) for the construction of bipolar, water/lipid permeable
cytoplasmic membranes. During insect development, the periods of intensive tissue proliferation exactly coincide with the endogenous

peaks in concentration of vitamin D1 in haemolymph. Mitotic divisions and regeneration induced artificially in the absence of vitamin

D1 in the body result in the formation of aberrant structures, manifested by tumour-like, malignant polynuclear syncytia of cells with the
defective cytoplasmic membranes [10,11].

Based on the close similarities between the regulation of physiological systems in insects and humans [17], in combination with the

well documented anabolic, growth promoting actions of vitamin D1 in domestic animals and humans [14,17], it has been concluded that

the human tissues, similarly like insect tissues, require vitamin D1 for successful regeneration of the dead cells or outlived tissues. The

vitamin D1 deficiency theory of malignant growth [10,11] proposes that the mitotically dividing cells both of insects or humans, need
vitamin D1 for construction of the functional, bipolar cytoplasmic membranes. The deficiency of vitamin D1 in the human blood or insect

haemolymph disturbs restoration of the living tissue integrity, which is needed for arresting further mitotic divisions at the end of the
regeneration process. In other words, deficiency of vitamin D1in the blood is responsible for defective regeneration associated with
malignant syncytia containing endomitotically dividing nuclei. The most susceptible human tissues to D1 avitaminosis are the protein

secreting cells with delicate cytoplasmic membranes (for example; mammary glands secreting casein, salivary glands- ptyalin, pancreas-

insulin, intestinal cells-digestive enzymes, prostatic gland-seminal proteins). Nerve cells do not regenerate by cell divisions. However,
they certainly require the use of perfectly functional, bipolar cytoplasmic membranes and well insulated axonal sheaths. Although there

are no clinical data available so far, I am reasonably thinking that senescence deterioration of the neuronal cytoplasm and the deficiency
of vitamin D1 can be responsible for pathological neurogenic syndromes known as Alzheimer or Parkinson diseases.

Conclusion

Unfortunately, direct confirmation or rejection of the vitamin D1 deficiency theory of malignant growth, based on standardized clinical

pharmacological procedures has not been made, due to the notorious belief that vitamin D1 was the insect hormone. The relatively

large quantities of expensive pure vitamin D1 (20-hydroxyecdysone) that are required for clinical assays have not been available so far.

Nevertheless, by browsing through the Internet one could find a number of commercial preparations under the term “Ecdysteroid”. The
main interests are related to enhancement of muscular performance in sportsmen (see [32,33] for URL references). I hope sincerely that

a future confirmation of effective use of vitamin D1 against the malignant growth would help to replace the unpopular chemotherapy. The
most important source of pharmacological drugs used in the study of vitamin D1, the Siberian plant Leuzea carthamoides Wild has been

shown in figure 4 for illustration. A commonly used rejuvenating drugs prepared from Leuzea include “Maralan” tea prepared from dry
leaves, with 40 to 50% alcoholic extracts of the roots used in small shots twice a week.
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Figure 4: Flowering Leuzea carthaminoides Willd., containing 0.03 - 0.1% 20-hydroxyecdyone in greeen leaves and 0.5 - 3% of the
compound in winter roots and seed.
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